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Jambari
The Meaning Interpreted:
The Concept of Barakah tn Ziarah
Abstraksi: Perbincangan masalah ziarab di Jaua tampaknya masih teup
menarik. Tidak saja menaik jika dilihat dari berbagai macam interpretasi
dan ritual yang dtpraktekkan orang ketika mekkukan ziaralt, tetapi jugajika dilibat dari bagaimana /nasyarakat memabami konsep-konsep
keaga-ntaan dzkm kerangka klam lokal. Praktek. ziarah ke rnakam-makam
ord.ng-ord.ng suci Iskm (zaali) sesunguhnya merupakan refleksi pemahaman
keiskman Misalnya sQ a, ketika mereka mmlelaskan kedu.dukan rpali di maa
Tuhan dan Manusia sangat terkzit dmgan pemabaman keagaman. Juga m is-
alnya dalam mmgartikan barakab, faktor ydng penting dan menjad,i inti
dari parktek ziarah, mmcerminkan realius pemzhaman keiskman. Artikel
ini membahas tmangpemberian makna barakab berdasarkan pada praktek
ziarab ke Sunan Tembayat di Bayat Klatcn. Temyaa makna barakah,
seti.daknya dari apayangditemui di Bayat, sungub sangat beragam.
Di Bayat orangmembedakan antara "barakab'dan "peroleban". BAnA-
knh adakh hasil yang di"dapat setekb mekkukan ziarab. Barakah berasaL
dari Tuhan, baik kngsung atau melalui ?erantaraan \Vali, yang memberi-
kan manfaat pada ketenangan jiua. Sekin itu, barakah, seperti balnya paba-
la yang di.dapat ketika melakukan ibddah, akan bermanfaat pada bari ki-
amat nanti. Semmtara itu, "peroleban" adalah basil yang didapat dari zia-
rab yang berstfut duniawi. Termasuk dalam kategoi perolehan ini adakb
"sesuAtu" ydng dapat dimanfaatkan untuk. mencari kekayaan, mmarik k-
wan jmiq sukses dakm berbisnis lTMupun sekolah, dan semacamnya. Jadi,
bagipz,iarab di Bayat, barakah bersifat suci dan mungkin saja didapat tidak
kasat mata, sedangkan "peroleban" berstfat brstfat duniawi. Ti.dak seperti
barakab, perolehan munpunyai sifat "panas" yang dapat membahayakan
ma.nus ia y ang m mc ariny a.
Perbedaan makna dan karakteristik barakah tersebut juga rneftTpenga-
rubi ritual yang dilakukan untuk mmdapatkannya. Barakab dtperoleh de-
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ngan rnekkukan ritual sebagaimana ibadah lain, seperti nxeftibdcd Qur'an,
tahlil ataupun zikir. Sementara itu, peroleban juga mempunyai cara titual
sendiri, misalnya mekkukan mediUsi di suatu tempat secara terus n7enerL6.
Di samping itu, perbedann barakah juga rnempengarubi peziarah dakm
rnemberikan nakna terhadzp simbol-simbol yang dtpakzi dzkm zi'arah, se'
perti bunga, air dan kemenyan (d"pd Misalnya, dalam mmginterpretasi-
kan fungsi kemenyan, sebagian nxengangapnya sebagai alat petuangi dan
pengusir seranggdyangpasti banyak. di tempdt-tern'pat ziarah' Namun sebagi'
an peziarah percaya bahua kemenyan adalah makaran kesukaan rob'rob.
Semmtara yang lain rnenganggap kemenltan hanyalab simbol ajaran bagi
manusin babzaa memanjatkan do'a baruslah ke atas, seperti yang dilambang'
kan oleb asap kemenyanyangterbangke ud"a'ra.
Barakah dan perolehan seringkali diberiknn letttat tanda'tanda' (ngila-
mat) yang perlu diintapretasikan. Tanda'tanda itu bisa da'tang hutat mim-
pi, atau tanda-anda alam yang kbusus. Oleh karena itu, peziarab perlu mmaf-
sirkan un da-anda tenebut y ang seringkal i memerlukan bantuan orang lain.
Dalam mmerjemahknn makna ngalamat tersebut, juru kunci ntakam sang
roali mempunyai peranyangsdngat penting' Karena diangap sebagai k'etu-
ruran zuali 
-kebanyakan iuru kunci adalab keturunan dari sang zaali-juru kunci d^apat mmerjemabkan ngalamat yang diberikan oleb zaali leuat
mimpi aau tanda-tanda alam kbusus. Di samping itu, peziarab meruzfsir-
kan unda-tanda dmgan mmdiskusikannya dmgan sesarlla peziarah yang
mungkin pernah mendapat ngalamat yang sarna" Cerita tmungpeziarah
yang sukses setelah mekkukan zin'ralt seringterdmgar dalam perbincangan
antarpeziarah.
Juru k unci dmgan demikian nl.ernegang peran yang penting dakm proses
zizrah. Tidzk saja ia berperan sebagai penjagafisik kuburan, tetapi diz mertr
pakz.n uakil dan sekaligus pmerjemah dai ziarah dan baraknh. Terlebih
dari itu, juru kunci mempunyai peran sebagai agm untuk tetap menjaga
tradisi ziarah. Leraat-lewat terjemahan dan interpretasinya, juru kunci se-
sungubnya melakuknn transforrnasi trad.isi ziarab. Cerita-cerita tentang
kebesaran vali, dtproduksi kembali untuk melegitimasi kesakrakn tenl'Pat
zia.rab. Dakm mmerjemabknn ngakmat, apakah itu sebagai barakab aau
perolehan, juru kunci sesungguhnya tekh berperan sebagai agmt Iskm lokal.
Dmgan posisi yang penting itu, tidak' mengherankan jika pad'a maknm'
makam suci tertentu juru kunci dLpilih secara ketat'
Interprdasi makna barakah dan perbedzan ritual dalam memperoleh-
nyd. mengd.mbarkan futapa beragamnya Muslim Jaua menabami Islam.
Perbed"aan-pubedaan itu merupakan bukti babrua kkm lokzl mempunyai
rnult i s uara (multi-voicey'.
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his article deals with the socio-religious traditions of Javanese
Muslims pr^cticingziarah rituals-visit to sacred tombs. Ziarah
I- practice, especially to sacred tombs of Muslim Sufis, is regarded
ibadah (oious acts). This article. based on ziarah Dractice to Sunan(pi  , pr i
Tembayat in Klaten, examines the notion of barakah (god's blessing),
one of the most salient aspects of zi.arah ritual, in the frame of popu-
lar beliefs. Focusing on the presence of the diverse interpretations of
barakah, it evaluates changes in the way in which Javanese Muslim
understand religion as reflected in their interpretation of barakab.
It is argued by people who practice ziarab that barakah is the most
important value of ziarab.'When visitors to sacred tombs perform
certain rituals, such as reciting Qur'An, dhikr, tahltl and meditation
in their ziarab, they ask for barakab from the wali.However, people
differ in the way in which they explain what the meaning of barakab.
Some argue that the barakab is god's reward (pahala), transmitted
through the zaali. Other argues that the barakah derives from the
uali, as helshe is close to God.
In addition, in terms of religious beliefs, barakah is also character-
ized differently. In Bayat, where the fieldwork of this study was con-
ducted, barakab is differentiated between, wh at people call as " barakah"
(pure barakah) and"peroleltan" (profane barakah). "Pure Barakab" is a
reward of ziarab that will benefit people spiritually. This kind of
barakah will not harm the people. On the other hand, perolehan is a
worldly barakah, meaning barakah that will be used for worldly pur-
poses. As the meaning of barakah is explained differently, the mean-
ing of symbols involved in the ziarah, such as flowers, water and
incense varies.
This article is a continuation of an article, "in the Center of Mean-
ing," published in Studia Islamika vol Z No. 1, 2000. The first article
provided an introduction on ziarah practice inJava and the variation
of the understanding of \7a1i. The variation of the meaning of barakah
elaborated in this present article is a reflection of the polyphonic
understanding of Islam in Java. Barakah, the core religious concept in
ziarah practice, then is a window to see how people articulate their
religious understandings. This article will also discuss about the im-
portance of the juru kunci in assisting and interpreting ziarah ritual
and barakab. The roles of. ziarah riruals can be viewed from a func-
tionalist stand which maintains that belief, and particularly ritual,
reinforce the traditional social ties between individuals; it stresses the
way in which the social structure of a group is strengthened and per-
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petuated through the ritualistic or mystic symbolization of the un-
derlying social values upon which it rests (Morris, 1987).
The role of" twrw Kwnci
The term juru kunci consists of the two Javanese words, juru,
meaning a master, and kunci meaning a key. Thus, the term juru
kunci signifies a person or a custodian who looks after the key of a
sacred place or building, such as a palace or a graveyard' The juru
kunci play an important role in ziarah sites' Not only are juru kunci
custodians of the location, but they also play a maior role in per-
forming ziarab. Juru kunci are the central figures in the interpreta-
tion of signs (ngalamat) gained in dreams, which are believed to be
the clue o{ barakab. The juru kwnci's role in the interpretation o{
ngalamat constitutes the fundamental element of the transmission of
barakah.
The juru kunci, as the custodians of the graveyard, look after and
maintain the graveyard complex and its various buildings. The Bayat
graveyardis regarded as an important traditional complex that should
be preserved. The graveyard's complex contains historical inscrip-
tions about the Bayat region. The Panemut gatq for example, con-
tains inscription about the time of the graveyard's renovation. IJn-
fortunately, some of these inscriptions were destroyed due to human
error and ignorance. Jwru kunci also maintain the sacredness and the
purity of the place, as there are a lot of people who come to perform
ziarab.Bayat's visitors can be categorizedinto two grouPs, those who
want merely to observe the place and those who wish to perform
zi.arah. Juru kunci provide guidance, explaining the story and describ-
ing the meanings of the place to the first grouP, while for the latter,
the juru kunci give assistance in performi ng ziarah.In relation to this
second function, juru kunci argue that their assistance in performing
ziarab has healy consequences, for Allah and for visitors.
Juru kunci, especially the juru kunci jero, assist visito rs in ziarah
rituals, including the interpretation o{ ngalamaf. There are several
activities that can only be done in the presence of a juru kunci. The
first is the jataab ritual. In this ritual juru kwnci play a major role. Juru
kunci wrll lead the ritual, including asking permission to Sunan
Tembayat, and reciting prayers. Second, the entry to the main build-
ing of Sunan Tembayat's tomb as it is always locked, and only Juru
kunci have access to the key. Third, at the hajat slametan-a slametan
held to mark the seventh ziarab-'the iuru k'unci are the focus of the
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activity. As in the jazuab ritual, juru kunci in the hajat slametan wtll
lead the reciting prayers, declaring the visitors' intention and distrib-
uting the slametan,
Juru kunci play a significant role in the interpretation of ngalamat
received from the Sunan, as visitors are generally unable to elucidate
the message of the ngalamat. Sunan Tembayat g:es ngalamat tn sev-
eral forms, such as in dreams, natural signs, greger (feelings) and so
forth. However, most ngalamat aretransmitted through dreams. Visi-
tors believe that juru kunci, because they are abdi (servant) and de-
scendants of Sunan, and because they spend so much time in the
graveyard, are the appropriate interpreters of the Sunan Tembayat's
ngalamat. This is one story told by a young boy who came to Bayat
to search for an amulet:
"I came to Bayat because I was urged by a pious man in my dream. I could
not recognize the person ciearly. The man told me that Bayat is the right place
to search for an amulet. After performing ziarah to the Sunan, I slept in the
corner of the main building of Sunan Tembayat's tomb. A person with a nrce
smile and wearing white clothes approached me. F{e did not say anything to me,
but he gave me a hoe. I did not understand the meaning of this symbol. There-
fore,I asked Juru kunci to explain the ngalamat."
A, Juru kunci tried to interpret the dream by referring to another
visitor who had a similar dream. He said,
"Actually, it is difficult to know the exact meaning of a dream. However, I
believe that Sunan Tembayat advises visitors through the dream. Thus, a dream,
for me, is a symbol which should be interpreted to grasp the barakah. There are
several ways to interpret symbols, such as analyzing events that occur in the
dream or deciphering a dream through the Javanese technique of the calculation
of days. Using the first method, we can interpret the dream based on the Sunan's
actions, such as his smile, his white clothes and the hoe. The smile indicates that
Sunan Tembayat was happy with the effort. rVhite clothes signify the Pureness'
meaning that one has to check the intention of the pursuit. The hoe can be
interpreted as a tool for work. Thus, Sunan Tembayat urged the person to Pur-
sue the purpose through the hoe, not through the amulet. The second method
interprets the dream through the Javanese calculation of the day on which a
dream occurs. The Javanese assign certain days certain values, such as
Monday:feur, Tuesday:three, Wednesday:seven, Thursday:si*h,,
Friday:5i1, Saturday:nine and Sunday:five. Furthermore, the Javanese also
assign certain values to Javanese days,z lYage:four, Kliwon:eight, legl:five'
Paing:nine and Pon:seven. Thus, if a dream has occurred on Monday Legi,the
dream has a value, 4+5:9. Because nine is a'good'value, the dream has a'good'
value too. The second is so complicated, only a few people have mastered it."
To determine if someone has received barakab from SuTembayat
is a difficult task because barakah is intangible and is given in a sign
(ngalamat) in a dream. Although visitors sometimes obtain ngaldnxat
Studiz klamiha, Vol. 8, No. 1,2001
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through natural phenomena, such as birds, snakes and so forth, it is
difficult to judge if that natural phenomenon is the ngalamat. The
coming of a snake or bird for example is not a strange condition in
Hastina Agung, which is located on a hill. Since visitors cannot ex-
actly determine the barakah, barakab is always a kind of mystery.
For first-time visitors there is some doubt about the possibility of
gaining barakah in the graveyard. Although they ostensibly believe
that the personage buried in the graveyard is only sleeping, waiting
for the day of judgement, they often have doubt. Can barakab be
acquired in the graveyard? A visitor explained his experience:
"Actually I did not want to come to rhe graveyard, because it is difficult for
me to rationalize it. How can I ensure that the ngalamat that occurred in a
dream is a sign of barakah; How can I get barakah from the personage? My
puzzle is how can we communicate with the Sunan, as we cannot directly meet
him?", said a visitor who, until he told me the story, did not know how to
interpret ngalamat.I asked him, "But as aJavanese you do not believe that the
dead can still communicate with the living, in a dream for example?". "Of course
I believe that. However, communications occurring in dreams mostly are re-
lated to personal matters, such as the family's neglect of visiting him and so
{orth. My brother told me that the Sunan gives barakah to visitors with a wide
range of problems. It seems that Sunan Tembayat knows everything happening
in the real world. Anyway, the prtzzle occurred on my first visit, but I feel
mantep (faithful, assured), since the juru kunci and the people who have suc-
ceeded in their ziarah explained the process of the transmission of barakab."
Juru kunci refer to the value of the day, petungan (the Javanese
numerology systems), and the meaning of natural symbols. Javanese
believe that an event can be interpreted differently according to the
time and day ofthe event.3 For example, death is a common phenom-
enon. However, if the death occurs on the night of Friday Klizuon, it
has a special meaning. I witnessed a death which occurred on a night
of Friday Kliraon, and it attracted people from areas all over Java
pursuing the kafan (cloth used to wrap the corpse) of the dead. It is
believed that the cloth can be used as an amulet, for those who pos-
sess the cloth can disappear (menghilang).
In addition, juru kunci interpret the ngalamat of barakah in refer-
ence to visitors' successes, meaning that the interpretation is based
on the visitors' account of their ziarah success. Juru kunci often name
people whom came and gained barakah. These successful people have
a major influence on visitors' beliefs. Firstly, when visitors perform a
ritual procedure that is similar to the successful visitor's procedure,
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they hope to receive similar ngalanxat. The ngalamat, then, is inter-
preted much as it was by the successful people. Secondly, these people
provide 'an example' for other visitors. Finally, these successes have
persuaded visitors to continue their ziarah. Juru kunci also use visi-
tors' successes to help them interpret ngalamat.
These two fundamental features of. a jwru kunci, as the ziarah me-
diator and as the interpreter of ngalamat, are significant factors in-
volved in determining the failure and success of the ziarab. Conse-
quently, juru kunci influence the ways zia.rab rituals are conducted.
For exampl e, one juru kuncihas a certainprocedural zinrab that should
be performed by a visitor to gain barakab. The procedure, needing
mental readiness, also requires physical endurance. These experiences
were recounted by a visitor:
"I have followed a juru kunci's procedure for performing ziarah.I was told
by rhe juru kuncirhat I should visit Bayat at night, so I could stay at least a night
at the graveyard. This is because most of the Sunan Tembayat's nga.larnat were
given at night. Furthermore, I should stay awake all night long to a:wait (ngadang)
the ngalamat, as no one knows when it will be given to visitors. The juru kunci
also said that the ngalamat was not given in a clear way, but through symbols.
The symbols might be given to visitors in a dream, during meditation or through
natural signs, such as snakes and birds. O{ten an ordinary man has difficulty in
interpreting the symbols. However, juru hunci, as they are descendants and the
abdi (servants) of the Sunan Tembayat, c n interpret the symbols. Moreover,
juru kunci also know the causes of visitors' failures to obtain barakah from the
Sunan. Therefore, I follow the juru hunci's instructions and suggestions to com-
plete the procedure of ziarah."
For visitors , jurw kunci are not only the custodians of the grave-
yard, but are also sources for consultingon ziarab success. luru kwnci
provide an analysis of the ziarah success by interpreting ngalamat
and explaining how to fulfil the requirements needed to manifest it.
Juru kunci are also important figures for consultation of what should
be done after receiving the ngalamat.
Juru kunci interpret the ngalamat that are given through natural
phenomena. The ngalarnat granted in natural phenomena only oc-
curs rarely, and it is difficult to determine whether certain natural
phenomena are as ngalamat. However, if a natural ngalamat is re-
ceived by visitors in a special way, it is easy to interpret it. The juru
kwnci explained:
"A man came to me asking to interpret rhe ngalamat he gained. He said that
a snake came to him while he was meditating in the area close to the main
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building of Sunan Tembayat's romb. As a normar person, not as a ]uru kunci, rfeel that a snake is a danjerous animar. ti i, , ,ro.-"r circumstance that in thehill area snakes appear. i{o*.rr.r, i' the ,a...d p1".., .;;;;;ir,f *bodi., 
"
meaning' In Javanese belief a snake is a symbol of power. I, then, interpret thesnake as a ngalamat of the coming of po*.r, p.ofrrr" ,. ,".;j,?;; t i_. p.ot r,.power could be manifest in a srarus ptsition,^and r";;;;;:;iJb. 
.hr.r._terized by the coming of. pusaka o, i.rokten (inner power). T*o y""r, larer, rheman again visited this tomb and said to me rhar arrer receiving ngaramat of asnake' he won erec.rion as Lurah (village chief). when-i" ,'"l'iiirra 
^ 
nrl^,slametan, he reminded me about ,t. ,rr"i. .o_i'g a"ri"g 
'ri, 
;.Jir"ri."."
Juru kunci are rega.led as having spirituar power which derivesfrom sunan Tembayar. Juru kunci 
^i, ino-obon (influenced spiritu-ally) by the Sunan Tembayat,s barakah.In rhis nrf"f;;;;;osirion,
:!:j::-f"""ci become the main focus for conducting and interpret_rng zxarah.
Jwrw kwnci and the Transmission of Barakah
Juru kunci are the sunan Tembayat's abdi. Abdiis aJavanese word
l:,::t::^': s']lls of total dedication and obedien ,r,. A, )idi, lurukunq are people who are supposed to be totalry dedicated to theirwork and efforr in serving Qnmgabdi) Sunan Tembayat. iuru kwnciserve Sunan Tembayat as a king, a pundhen 1"rr."rro1;-^ni 
^', 
a reli_gious teacher. Therefore, jyru frnri, as Sunan T._b;y;;,; )bai, 
^r,as the mediators, servants, officers, grardians and interprer.r, oi Srrrrr'
T:?1r:t:Jhis impties that, in tf,. hier"rchy of ,iroi riru'^\, jurure.unct are the closesr people to Sunan Tembayat.
As the abdi of Sunan Tembayat, juru kunci always gain barakahfrom Sunan Tembayat,,al.tfough th"y do 
"", 
;h;;ii;^p".rforr'ziarah. They obtain barakahfrori s,rn"r, Tembayat i" 
" 
aiti.r!"r way.Unlike visitors who obtain barakab through p*frrr"i"gli)n, p*kunci.acquire barakab.tfrol.rh a- special proi.rr, cailej kesazaaban,
meaning'influenced spiritually'; foi.*r-il., rikethe *it 
"i" p*ri-dent who is kesaruabai due to'her husband"s position, u..o,,'irrg ni.r,Lady. Through kesazaaban juru kunci claimerernal barakah.
Kesauaban is also used by paseban dulub (hamlet) p.oft.. fl.y
argue thar Paseban people receive barakah b;r;r";il;ri. i"., ,rBayar's community,. *hi.h is genealog ically linked io 'S.rrr"nlembayar"fhe sazaab, the word they uiually use ro denote thebarakah\ impact, can be seen from th.i, 
"...r, to developmand eco_nomic opportunities. The market that seils flowers, i".";J.;; other
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ziarab equipment produces job opportunities for Bayat people and
those in surrounding areas. Their special skills in pottery skill are
promoted to visitors, Bayat's potter/: for example, is known by Klaten
people as being of the best quality. The Indonesian government has
facilitated tourism in Bayat by providing services such as good roads.
These infrastructure developments also mobilize Bayat's people.
The positio ns of. juru kunci as the mediators and interpreters of
Sunan Tembayat's message are strengthened by the Javanese beliefs
about pasarean and sare.In referring to the graveyard,Javanese people
use the word kuburan or pasarean and/ or makam. The word kuburan
derives from kubwr meaning 'to bury', kuburan as a noun thus de-
notes the place for burying. The term makam derives from Arabic,
meaning a'graveyard'. PasAreAn, on the other hand, is a noun framed
from sare, meaning to sleep. Thus pasaredn signifies a place for sleep-
ing.'When Jwru kunci and visitors allude to Sunan Tembayat, they do
not say that Sunan Tembayat has passed away; rather they say that
Sunan Tembayat is sleeping (swmare lrom sare).
This leads to the important question, on what the relationship
between juru kunci and Sunan Tembayat is built on. There are three
contributing factors to the juru kuncis' special position before the
saint. First, some juru kuncibase their special status on a hereditary
basis. It is true inBayat that someTuru kwnci have a direct genealogi-
cal link with the Sunan. Second, they are custodians of the Sunan
Tembayat's place. Ther efore, jurw kunci are kesauaban by the Sunan
Tembayat's spiritual power. Third, they are regarded as people who
can interpret"the ngalamat givenby Sunan Tembayat through dreams.
These factors enable juru kunci to act as special mediators between
visitors and Sunan Tembayat. Juru kunci establish their special func-
tion as the"tanganipwn kanjengSunAn" (the Sunan Tembayat's hand)'
'Hand' has several meanings including that of assistants, speaker,
mediator and acting power for the Sunan. In addition, some juru
kunci also claim their special position before the Sunan Tembayat
was revealed in a dream. Some say that before they became jurw kunci,
they asked Sunan Tembayat's permission by performrngziarab. Sunan
Tembayat revealed his permission rhrough ngalamat in a dream. In a
dream, for example, Sunan Tembayat may ask the person to accom-
pany him to the market. The Sunan's request is seen as a ngalamat
giving his permission.
In many cultures dreams have several important functions, as a
source of inspiration or a tool for legitimacy. In Islam, for example, a
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dream is one of the many ways used by God to reveal command-
ments. The Prophet Abraham received in a dream a revelation from
God to slaughter his son. The Prophet Yosef was informed of his
nefi duty through a dream. God also gave the Prophet Yosef knowl-
edge to interpret dreams. He interpreted the King of Egypt's dream,
which became a reality. The Javanese regard dreams as a 'kembange
turu' (the flower of sleep) or'uangsit or ngalamat' (a sign or revela-
tion). A dream can be seen as kembange turuif. it occurs before the
middle of the day. This kind of dream cannot be used as ngalamat.
However, if the dream happens in the middle o{ the night or during
early morning, it contains a message.a Mostly, the message in a dream
is manifest as a symbol that should be interpreted. For example, if a
person dreams that his teeth are extracted, it means that a relative
will die. Furthermore, dreams are also used to ask for specific revela-
tions. A famous kyai from Tegalrejo in Magelang, before building a
Pesantren, slept at his teacher's tomb asking his blessing (Pranowo,
Leer).
Descent is also an important factor in legitimacy inJava.It is be-
lieved that some knowledge, such as of leadership and inner knowl-
edge (ilmu batin), is transmitted through genealogical lines. This well-
known concept is used in the Sufi tradition.5 Javanese believe that
power, knowledge and the potency to become a good person can be
inherited as can the power to select a girl or man to marry. The
concepts of bobot (quality, especially wealth), bibit (descenr) and bebet
(knowledge and good behavior) are used to select candidates. By ac-
knowledging themselves as the descendants of Sunan Tembayat, juru
kunci establish their identity and the legitimacy of their knowledge
and quality.
For visitors , juru kunci sometimes have a more important signifi-
cance than the Sunan himself in ziarah, because visitors can commu-
nicate and hold dialogue only with rhe juru kunci. They respect the
iuru kunci just as they respect Sunan Tembayat. Although in normal
circumstance visitors have higher status than juru kunci, in the pro-
cess of ziarab visitors tre t juru kunci as well as they would treat
Sunan Tembayat. As the interpreter of ngalamat, juru kunci are re-
garded by visitors as the most significant people in their ziarah. \fith-
out a juru kunci's assistance in interpreting ngalamaf, visitors cannot
decide whether rheir ziarah'was successful or not.
Juru kunci translate the ngalamar to decide about barakab.In cases
when visitors fail to receive ngalamat in their dreams, jurw kunci also
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analyze the factors involved, and provide diagnoses to solve the prob-
lem. Therefore, one visitor said of the Juru kunci, " juru kunci are like
a radio, which receives a broadcast. The interpretation of. Juru kunci,
truly, is similar to a radio broadcast that we hear" (juru kunci niku
k ados radio ingkang nampi suanten sangking pemancar. Penj elasan e j ur u
kunci menika, sak jatosipwn, inggih kados suantm radio ingkang saget
kita merengaken). The mediator is an agent who acts on behalf of
someone and as a vessel for the Sunan.
Visitors can choose a juru kunci to assist them. For visitors who
visit Sunan Tembayat on a regular basis, they know the juru kunci's
ways of assisting in zinrah ritual. A visitor told me that he had been
assisted by all juru kunci, but only one jwru kunci provides him with
satisfactory assistance. He further describes the factors involved in
the selection of. juru kunci. First, the juru kunci's ways of ziarab is
coincided with the visitors' hopes. Second, the juru kunci has en-
abled the visitor to gain barakah. Third the juru kunci interpreted the
dream correctly. He said:
"Vhile I was meditating, a bird came to me. Although the bird was not so
close to me, it stared at me. I told this matter to one juru kunci and he said that
it was an ordinary bird, which had no connection with my meditation. I was
not satisfied with this explanation, and I went to another juru kunci. He inter-
preted the bird as a guest. FIe funher said that I would have an important guest
who would help me to improve my life. The second interpretation was true,
because ten days later I had an important guest who established a business rela-
tion with me. Since then, I have always asked the jwru kunci to accompany me in
my ziarah."
Therefore, a juru kunci and visitors establish a special relationship
in performing ziarah and interpreting it. The juru kunci's way of
ziarab is affected by visitors' wishes to obtain a certain barakah. Some
visitors, especially those who come from outside Klaten have spent a
lot of money to visit Sunan Tembayat's tomb. It is understandable if
they want to be assistedby a juru kunci who is familiar to them. On
the juru kunci's side, juru kunci need to maintain the relationship
with visitors.The juru kunciwill assist in accord with visitors' wishes
and in return obtain a tip from them.
To sum up, the juru kunci play a significant role in determining
the transmission of barakah, since they are regarded as having au-
thority to interpret the ngalamar. Through their role in interpreting
ngalamat, juru kunci can ascertain visitors whether have received
barakah or not. Sometimes the ngalamat of. barakaD is not clear, and
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visitors do not know the meaning of the ngalamat. Therefore, juru
kunci's interpretati on of ngalamat provides affirmation of the ziarah
success.
The juru kuncis'dominant role in interpreting ngalamat enhances
the individual relationship betweenjuru kunci and visitors. In inter-
preting ngalamat the jurw kunci interpret the meaning of. ngalamat
according to the visitors' wishes. Furthermore, juru kwnci and visi-
to6 oft.n create a certain ziarah procedure, which is believed as the
appropriate method to achieve certain ziarab's goals. Therefore, visi-
tois select juru kunci who can accommodate their aims to ascertain
the success of their ziarah. on the juru kuncis' side, the relation is
maintained to sustain their popularity. Since visitors visit Sunan
Tembayat's tomb with diverse inrenrions, juru kunci interpret ziarah
in various ways.
Sacred and Profane Domain
To gain an understanding of the concept of sacredness associated
with Bayat it is essential to appreciate that visitors in Bayat respect
the graveyard and its surrounding area because they regard them as
being in some manner emblems or representations o{ the existence of
Sunan Tembayat's sacredness. As the sacredness of sunan Tembayat
is only known in and through objects such as the graveyard, the
tomb, the padasan, and the cloth, the sacredness can never be wholly
dissociatei from these objects. Therefore, those who respect an ob-
ject or a person say rhat it is Sunan Tembayat himself, and not the
object, that they call on for aid; it is to him that they dedicate their
donga (prayer) to. Thus, I was told by a man who venerates Sunan
T"-b"y"t't padasan (a jar to store water), that "the padasan is only a
symboi of S.rn"r, Tembayat's barakab" (padasan niku lak narnung
perlambang berkahipun Sunan Tembayat). This means that not the
-padasan 
itself is barakah, but the fact the padasan was used by Sunan
Tembayat that padasan contains barakah -
The words .rsed to indicate this special arrenrion to the sacred
objects, which I have translated as 'respect' and'to respect" are bormat
a;d bekti. The term bormat implies 'respecr' due on account of a
person's superiority, whereas bekti signifies showing resPect through
.o-pl.t" ob.di.n.". Visitors express hormat and bekti to Sunan
T.-i"y"t through formal acrs such as deferential walking in front of
his tomb, refraining from causing damage to the site, giving flowers,
burning incense 
"rrd 
,o forth. The respect is reciprocal; visitors who
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respect or help Sunan Tembayat in turn exPect to be helped and
respected by Sunan Tembayat. One general characteristic of the dis-
tinction between sacred and profane objects is that sacred objects
contain power derived from supernatural beings. The power also can
be attached to objects that have relationship with supernatural be-
ings. For example, in the Hastina Agung graveyard, certain objects
are considered to be sacred and to have power as they are connected
with the personage of Sunan Tembayat who was considered to have
spiritual power. The padasan (a water jar) is considered sacred be-
cause it is believed that the padasan was used by Sunan Tembayat for
his ablutions. Thus, the padasan and its water are sacred, containing
barakab from Sunan Tembayat.
Furthermore, visitors and juru kunci regard things as sacred or
profane depending on the function of the object. For example, when
juru kunci assist in zinrah rituals, such as the iaruab ritual, they are
regarded as sacred. Visitors give respect to juru kunci and obey their
commands with complete dedication. Disregarding such commands,
visitors believe, could cause misfortune and threaten their chances of
acquiring barakah. However, in everyday hfe, juru kunci are treated
as ordinary people. Incense is also treated differently in different con-
texts. As a requirement of ziaralt, incense burned during the jazttab
ritual and meditation is described as sacred. Nevertheless, in the mar-
ket, incense is only a commodity and does not command special re-
sPect.
Visitors also display respect for certain places. Hastina Agung grave-
yard can be divided into three areas; the outside area (tailayah iaba),
the inside areas (zuilayah jero) and the core area (utilayab inti). These
places are considered sacred because they are related to Sunan
Tembayat. A1l places used to protect and to show hormat and bekti to
Sunan Tembayat are considered sacred. An interpretation of the as-
sociation between the place and Sunan Tembayat is not to be sought
in the nature of the objects themselves but in an association that Pro-
vides meaning to them. Similarly some visitors resPect Ki Ageng
Pawilangan (Sunan Tembayat's secretary) and ask him numbers for
the SDSB (a kind o{ lottery game), precisely because he was Sunan
Tembayat's secretary. In this regard, visitors look to the relationship
with Sunan Tembayat. It seems, thus, visitors resPect various Person-
ages because they have a link with Sunan Tembayat.
The outer area ofthe graveyardcovers the area between the gapura
panernut andthe gapura prabayeksa,the areaof the graveyard of Sunan
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Tembayat's descendants. The inner area extends from the gapura
prabayeksa to the main building of Sunan Tembayat's tomb. The core
area (inti) is the area inside the main building of Sunan Tembayat's
tomb. The outer area is considered the profane domain, where visi-
tors can behave normally, without special requirements. However,
in the inner area and in the core area, which are considered sacred,
visitors must behave respectfully. In front of the gate, there are cer-
tain requirements for visitors. These include removing their shoes
and refraining from any sexual involvement. Ignoring these require-
ments will cause harm or misfortune. The main area of the graveyard
is regarded as the most sacred place, and here people behave respect-
fully, avoiding improper words and improper intentions.
However, the classification of sacred and profane domains in
Hastina Agung is debated. Some visitors regard the entire graveyard
area, without exception, starting from the first gapura panemut to be
sacred. According to this view, when visitors enter the big complex
of Sunan Tembayat's graveyard, they have entered the sacred place.
According to these visitors, the ngalamal of Sunan Tembayat can be
gained anywhere in the large complex. For example, the number of
stages or the ability to climb the stages involves ngalamat. It is be-
lieved that an old person with limited energy might climb easily if
helshe gains barakab, while a young man might find it hard to climb
the stages if he fails to gain barakah. For these visitors the preparation
for the ziarab ritual, such as taking ablutions, changing clothes and
preparing flowers and incense should begin from the first gapura.
The respect given to a certain place depends on whether it is re-
garded as sacred or profane. For those who believe the sacred place
begins from the mosque area at the top steps, preparations for the
ziarah ritual begin at that point. For these visitors, the steps are not
regarded as sacred, and so they do not give them respect. There are
also some people who argue that all areas of Sunan Tembayat's com-
plex are profane, except the main area of Sunan Tembayat's tomb.
These people pay respect only to Sunan Tembayat's tomb.
Another example of the different perceptions o{ what is sacred or
profane occurred in the pasdng singE ceremony. There was a debate
about what was sacred about Sunan Tembayat's heirloom (pusaka),
contained in an empty box. It is believed that the box, located at the
right side of Sunan Tembayat's tomb, is the place for Sunan
Tembayat's heirloom. In other words, the box itself is not the heir-
loom but what is in it. Some juru kunci, relying on traditions, Put a
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baby's blanket (kemul bayi) in the box to represent the existence of
Sunan Tembayat's heirloom. These people argue that the use of the
baby's blanket is to symbolize the purity and the sacredness of Sunan
Tembayat's heirloom. Because the blanket and its box represent Sunan
Tembayat's heirloom, visitors regardthem as sacred. Therefore, these
visitors give respect to the box as well as the blanket.
However, other juru kunci argue that the sacredness of Sunan
Tembayat's heirloom is not the box, the baby's blanket or anything
else, but in the belief in the heirloom's existence. All juru kunci agree
that Sunan Tembayat's heirloom has no real physical existence. It
implies also that the heirloom cannot be symbolized anything, not
even a baby's blanket. The box contains nothing. The nothingness
represents the power of the heirloom which cannot be symbolized
by any physical existence. Nevertheless, what is in the box, which
has no material existence, is regarded as sacred. People can move the
box, but they cannot move the heirloom. They can break the box,
but they cannot break the heirloom. If the heirloom was represented
by a material object such as a blanket, then that object could be mis-
taken for the heirloom.
In determining the sacredness of certain objects visitors see the
context of the object. \Tithout having a detailed knowledge of the
cultural background that provides the context for the concept, no
explanation of sacredness can be achieved. The way in which visitors
categorize the graveyard areas into sacred and profane domains is
related to this cultural context. Sacredness depends on the context in
which objects are perceived. Visitors believe that water stored in the
padasan is water which does not differ from other water. Moreover,
visitors also know that water tnthe padasan rs ordtnary water brought
by juru kunci from the village well; it does not come from Sunan
Tembayat. However, people believe that since the water is stored in
Sunan Tembayat's padasan, which is considered as sacred, the water
has a different function and power. Similarly, sleep is a normal activ-
ity of human beings. However, sleep in Sunan Tembayat's graveyard
has a different meaning. It is normal for people to dream, but a dream
that occurs in Bayat has a different meaning. The context and place
imply different meanings for the dream.
In addition, the sacredness of an object is not necessarily perma-
nent. In so far as an object has no relation to a sacred entity, and has
not been endowed with sacred power, the object is not sacred. How-
ever, when an object is related to a sacred entity, the status of the
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object changes. A juru kunci explained
"L krk [dagger], before it is bestowed with a power by the Empu [literally
the master of 
" 
c.rt"itr skill, such as making poems or krisf, is ordinary metai.
However, when it has been given power, the kris has a different status. A smith
can shape and forge the kris, but if he was asked to forge the kris Nagasasra, he
would not dr.. to do it. It is also the case for Sunan Tembayat's tomb. Before
the tomb was used to bury sunan Tembayat, it v/as carved by the stone master.
However, if you ask him to carve Sunan Tembayat's tomb now, he would not
want ro do it. The power of the kris can be installed and, therefore, it also can be
cleaned. tvhen the Arls loses its power, it returns to its original state. Therefore,
the sacredness of Sunan Tembayat's tomb also can be cleaned; through the nint
(intention). This means that when we want to clean the tomb, we ask permis-
iiol of Sunan Tembayat, and we declare that the intention of our work is not
aimed at disturbing Sunan Tembayat, bur at cleaning the place to make it more
comfortable for Sunan Tembayat's rest."
obiects that are considered as sacred in Bayat have some connec-
tion with Sunan Tembayat. The graveyard is sacred because it is Sunan
Tembayat's pasa.rean;the tomb is sacred because it is his tomb; a snake
in the giaveyard is considered sacred, because it is in Sunan Tembayat's
graveyard; the padasan and its water are sacred because it is Sunan
Tembayat's padasan. There are othef padasan, but they are not con-
sidered sacr.d. P.opl. inBayat do not consider the sacredness of an
object to be determined by the object itself. Furthermore' the sacred
q"rli y of an object is a kind of entity which can be installed or re-
moved. The sacredness of an obiecr is not inherent in the object it-
self, but it only resides in the object for a certain time. In this case,
the tomb itself is not sacred, but the Power which resides in the tomb
is sacred. \ilhenever the sacredness is removed from the object, the
sacredness of the object also disappears.
Incense, Flowers, Vater and Berkat
Edmund Leach argued that the redundancy in ritual performance
is aimed to emphasize the meaning and goals of ritual forms. Leach
explained the repetitiveness of ritual behavior in terms o[ communi-
caiion theory. Humans ensure that their message has been under-
stood, by repeating it in the same forms, and expressing it in a visual
form. Ritual^, as a means of communication, he pointed out, contains
condensed symbols of relevant cultural knowledge. In other v/ords,
ritual is away oftr^nsmitting information through symbols Portrayed
in its perfofmance. In Leach's view, ritual has affinities with 'com-
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puter programs' (Leach,1979:23A-231). Redundancy in ritual perfor-
mance is to reinforce and emphasize a message; to stress the signifi-
cance of the message.
Symbols in ziarah rituals can be understood from such a persPec-
tive. In their ziarab rituals, visitors to Bayat prePare incense, flowers,
and sometimes they also make sesaji Qtomage). Juru kwnci argue t'hat
all things are symbols containing messages for people to follow' How-
ever, Leach did not explain that the meaning and significance of sym-
bols can change or can be interpreted differently by participants. I
argue that symbols used in ziarah rituals are interpreted in different
ways and are sometimes given new meanings. The interpretation of
symbols used in ziarab demonstrates that the meanings of symbols
are interpreted differently by different panicipants.
Incense
Incense has had a religious significance throughout history from
ancient times to the present day. Incense is used in ritual offerings to
the gods or in the worship of gods. Incense has been described as 'the
food o{ gods' and the perfume o{ gods (Groom, 1981:1). It is also true
in Java, especially in connection with visiting tombs that incense, at
least for some visitors, has something to do with God. Visitors bring
incense and flowers as a requirement for completing their perfor-
mance of ziarah. However, their explanations for using incense and
their interpretations of its meanings and functions in the ziarah tradi-
tion, vary.
The Javanese word used to refer to incense is menyan (kemenyan,
or dupa). Javanese use incense mainly in activities concerning super-
natural powers, in rituals, in the maintenance of pusaka (heirlooms),
in conducting sesaji (paying homage) to the spirits and so forth. For
example, incense is burned close to the sacredpusaka of Yogyakarta's
court. In the Garebeg ceremonies the sacred pusaka are paraded be-
fore the public.'On this occasion, incense is burned to tame the wild-
ness of the pusaka and to pay resPect to the pusaka (Soelarto, t993:78-
84). Javanese people who practice meditation burn incense to sharpen
their concentration.
Like the debate about the ziarab ritual, the debate about the use of
incense is also crucial. This is because the history of the use of in-
cense in Bayat society has many explanations. First, some visitors say
that the function of incense is to invite a spirit. An informant de-
scribed his experience in invoking a spirit in his childhood.
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"On the night of Fnday Kliuon, after we recired Bananji (the history of the
Prophet Muhammad) in the langar (a small mosque), the teenage boys played a
Jaelangkungan.They made Jaelangkung like a human (orang-orangan) made from
wood. Two pieces of wood tied up like a cross-wrapped in clothes to represent
the body. The coconut shell (batoh) is painted with eyes, nose and mouth to
represent the head. Then, one of us acted as dakng (puppeteer), to move the
Jaelangkung, Iike a raayang (a leather puppet). '!0e burned incense and recited
donga, invoking the spirit. After a while, the person holdingthe Jaelangkung
went into a trance, which indicates that the spirit has entered the Jaelangkung.
'!7e asked the Jaelangkung questions about our secrets, the number lor buntut (a
kind of lottery game) and so on. The dalang's answers are believed to be the
spirit's voice. I thought, like my friends, that incense was a means of calling a
spirit. \When we were satisfied we extinguished the incense and bathed the per-
son with water."
Other visitors and juru kunci, however, argued that incense is only
a means of making a place aromatic. Furthermore, the incegets rid of
insects, e.g. spiders and mosquitoes. Traditionally, before mosquito
repellent was available, people in rural villages used smoke to get rid
of mosquitoes.T
Other visitors suggested that incense is symbolic. The spread of
the smoke and {ragrance of incense and visible movement of that
smoke upwards towards the heavens gives it a symbolic relationship
to prayer, making the offering synonymous with the worship of God
who, they believe, exists above. In Bayat this symbolism can be seen
clearly in the use of tobongan in the jauab ritual. This symbolism
encourages people to direct their prayers and hopes toward God, not
toward the tomb itself. Furthermore, the visible upward movement
of smoke reminds people where they should address their prayers'
Flowers
Flowers are also used in ziarah traditions. Visitors regard the use
of flowers in ziarah rituals as a requirement and as a sign of barak'ab.
Vhile the incense is burned in the jazaab ritual, the flowers are scat-
tered over the tomb in ziarah. A{ter completing ziaraD, visitors re-
possess the flowers which have been scattered on Sunan Tembayat's
tomb, because they believe that the flowers have been blessed by
Sunan Tembayat, and now contain barakab. 'Women put the flowers
in their hair (gelungan from gulung meaningto fold), or at their breast,
whereas men put the flowers in their pocket or in their hats (ik'et or
peci).
According to visitors, every zinrdh place requires different flow-
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ers. For example, kembang telon (a combination of three kinds flow-
ers) is suitable (cocok)8 for ziarah in Bayat, whereas other places may
require other kinds of flowers. An informant who had visited all the
Javanese u.tali said that every place of zizrab requires a specific kind
of flower. If visitors bring the wrong flowers, it will affect the success
of their zinrab. Therefore, he always asked visitors or rhe juru kunci
to tell him what flowers should be used. For this visitor, flowers are
a requirement of ziarah, and function to determine the success of the
ziarah.
However, other visitors interpret the function of flowers in ziarah
riruals differently. Some visitors argue that flowers function like in-
cense, implying that flowers are also the food of gods. The aroma of
the flowers is used to persuade gods to hear their requesrs. Some visi
tors point out that the function of flowers, like that of incense, is
simply to make the area fragrant and pleasant.
Juru kunci argue that the flowers are symbols which conrain mes-
sages for visitors. Flowers symbolize beauty and goodness. There-
fore, the flowers suggest good deeds and good behavior, functioning
to create inner beauty and goodness in visitors. However, when the
aroma of flowers has gone, they will be useless. Juru kunci cite the
analogy that if a man has nothing worth taking from him, he is use-
less.
Vater
During ziarab ritual, people use water before entering the grave-
yard or at the beginning of the z iarab, and after the ziarah. The pad.asan
in front of the mosque in Sunan Tembayat's graveyard or the padasan
at the langar at the first gate of the graveyard are prepared for visi-
tors' ablutions. The ablutions signify the visitors' intention to cleanse
away their sins; they also symbolize the purity of visitors' ziarab
intentions. Furthermore, visitors make ablutions to protect them-
selves from the influence of bad spirits. It is believed thrt a bad spirit
can enter a person's mind, and the ablutions are a means of protec-
tion from this. In short, the ablutions are conducted to show the
eagerness of visitors to obtain barakah.
In front of the main building of Sunan Tembayat's tomb, there
are two padasdn storingwater. Glasses and sizuur (a ladle made from a
coconut shell) are also provided. Here, water is used to symbolize
Sunan Tembayat's barakah. Some visitors drink the water after com-
pleting ziarah, whereas others take the water home. It is believed that
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the water stored in the padasan rs an expression of Sunan Tembayat's
barakab. Like the flowers that are taken home by visitors, the water
is also consumed for good fortune, and as a cure for disease'
The water is also telieved to symbolize coolness, harmony and
cleanness. water cools anger, as water resists fire. A person who feels
thirsty, drinks water, just as plants and the earth consume rain. Thus
barak:ah,like water, functions to cool and refresh people. If someone
feels angry or thirsty, he/she should consume barakab from the saint'
Mor.o,r1i, iust as water permeates the body, barakab should perme-
ate the body.
Berkat
Berkat derives from the Arabic word barakab; it is Javanized as
berkat or berkab., A11 these words are interchangeably used by
Javanese. There is of course a connection between them' The word"berkab 
is used ro refer ro a porrion of rice or {ood obtained from
something perceived as having suPernatural power' For example, a
santri (arirri.rr, oI apesantren) regards the left overs from his kyai as
containing berkah.In the Surakarta court rhe dung o{ kyai slamet, a
white brrif"lo, is considered to have berkab. Furthermore, in the
Yogyakarta court, people comPete to acquire the water used to wash
the"court pusaka, since ii is belie".d that the water contains the pusaka's
power. The water is also called berkab/t.
The Javanese term berkat has yet another sense; it is used to re{er
ao 
" 
poi,io., o{ rice obtained in a slametan ceremonies. For example,
in sl)metan to celebrate the birth of a child, pafticipants return home
with rice or food. The portion of food is called berk'at.In the Garebeg
ceremony in Yogyakarta court' people take some rice from the
grrungoi (rice shaped into mounrain), and this is also called berkat
L".",r* it contains barakab (Soelarto, 1993:57-66). Just as the rice
obtained in a garebeg ceremony carries barakah from the king, the
berkat gained in th. ,lo*rto, in Bayat contains barakab from sunan
Temba]r"t. People in Bayat also use berkat to refer to the Payment for
mod.in (re[gious officers) for their services of offering prayers.
vhy is "an object itself referred to as berkat or berkab? Different
p.opl. off.. different explanations. First, it may be designate d berkah
t.."rrr" it has a relation with a special person or obiect. People use
the dung of kyai slamet, because it is the dung of a special creature. In
some t;ditiinal pesantren, santri strive to acquire their kyai'sleft
overs (turahan), such as his drinks, meals, and cigarette'
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Second, it is believed that the power of certain powerful crearures
will transfer to things they touch. The water used to wash the court
pusakas, thus, also contains power. Therefore, people consume the
'water to share its power. Similarly, a porrion of rice obtained from a
slametan held in the Bayat graveyard also embodies barakab from
Sunan Tembayat. For some visitors who have been staying ar rhe
graveyard for more than a day or even a month, the berkat of slametan
is regarded to be a part of Sunan Tembayat's barakah. These visitors
say that the rice from a slametan is a berkat from Sunan Tembayat in
a material form. Others, however, do not eat the berkat, because they
feel it too valuable 6oyn1) to eat. These visitors believe that the berkat
is better as fertilizer for their crops or as medicine for their catrle,
rather than to be consumed as food.
Visitors conduct slametan for two reasons, first as an expression of
thankfulness to Sunan Tembayat, and second as a sign of willingness
to receive barakah from Sunan Tembayat. The first slametan is per-
formed after visitors have received barakah, claiming that their goals
have been achieved, whereas the second slametan is conducted before
performing zinrab. This slametan is armed to declare the hajat (pnr-
pose) of the ziarah. Therefore, this second slametan is called bajat.
Hajat slametan are different from other slametan. Hajat slametan are
larger in size and more complete in their requirements than other
slametan. Juru kunci say that the hajat slametan should have two kinds
of rice, sego golong (rice shaped into a ball), and sego uduk (rice cooked
in coconut milk, so the taste is gurih:savery). The rice is placed on rhe
tampah (a round plate made from woven bamboo) with gudangan
(coflavored, mixed vegetables), and ingkung (a whole, boiled chicken).
On top of the gudangan, there are some jenang (sweat rice cereal) called
jenang pura in two colors, abang (red) and putih (white). According to
the juru kuncl these foods evoke messages. Sego golongsymbolizes close-
ness to family. Golong means 'group', and sego golong means that the
family members should share their wealth and riches. Sego udukteaches
people to enjoy the meal, although it is only with coconut flavored
vegetables. The mixed vegetables signify that people should inreracr
with other people. Jenang abang and jmang putih, which together are
called jenang pura (forgiveness), signify respectively the dirriness and
purity of the body. Therefore, people should ask for ngapilra (forgive-
ness from the community and from God). Ingkungsymbolizes pasrah
(acceptance without complaining). Visitors should accept any barakah
that is given to them, as the best for them.
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Syukuran slametan to exPress thankfulness to God is conducted in
alarger and more complete size than hajat slametan.The content of
the slametan is the same. However' the syukuran slametan also in-
volves fruit; and the ponions of rice and vegetables are bigger in size
than those provided in bajat slametan' The slametan convey messages
that people who have gained their goals should share their wealth
and pleasure with other people. The use of fruit signifies the success-
ful risult (buah), and a feeling of freshness and happiness after receiv-
ing barakah from God.
It seems that the ziarab ritual is a means of teaching people by
using symbols. It has been argued that the importance o{ ziarah is not
in visiting the tomb, but rather in how people grasp the meanings
and messages of ziarah traditions. The use of symbols is intended to
condense these messages, so that people can appreciate them. F{ow-
ever, since the meaning of symbols used in zi'arah is varied, people
interpret the symbols differently. Interpretation of incense, flowers,
water and berkat of slametan can Yary.
Donga-Donga (Prayer)
Visitors recite donga at the slametan, at the jauab ritual and at
ziarah performances in front of Sunan Tembayat's tomb' Visitors
usualllask juru kunci to recite donga in slametan and in the jazuab
ritual, whereas visitors recite their own donga at Sunan Tembayat's
tomb. Juru kunci recite donga in slametan using both Javanese and
Arabic. The Javanes e donga is recited to state the visitors' requests to
Sunan Tembayat along with asking permission and forgiveness, while
the Arabic dongais recited at the end. At the tomb itself, most people
recite donga silently because these are regarded as secret. However,
,o-" p.op1e recite dongaloudly, 
''xingtabltl donga'Although at jaroab
rituali and slametan ceremonies it is usually the juru kunciwho recite
the donga, everyone has the right to formulate their own donga, to
state any requests, and to use any language.
People frequently discuss the language used in reciting donga.Some
s,rggesithat it is better to recite donga in Arabic because God will pay
-or. ,tt.rrtion to people who recite donga in Arabic. other visitors
argue that the dongashould be recited in a language that people. know,
,olh"t people know exadly what is said in the donga. Still others do
,rot ,gr.. with either of these two grouPs, which only focus on the
formal language of. donga. The third group says that the most impor-
tant part of the donga is the content itself, not the language. People
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can use any langrage they want, even if they just recite donga silently
in the heart. God knows all language spoken in this universe. The
donga can be recited in mixed languages, Javanese and Arabic.
Most visitors use both Javanese and Arabic donga. According to
visitors and juru kunci the use of Arabic donga and Javanes e donga in
ziarab performances is related to the concept of. mantep (complete-
ness, fulfillment, satisfaction, confidence, determination). Different
languages should be used depending on whom the donga is directed.
The Javanese donga is better used to address Sunan Tembayat, be-
cause, people argue, Sunan Tembayat was Javanese; he communi-
cated in Javanese language. Therefore, if people want to communi-
cate with him, it is better to use the language recognized by him. On
the other hand, Arabic donga are recited when they are directed to
Allah. This, people argue, does not mean that God speaks in Arabic.
God belongs to all humans. He can communicate in any language.
Arabic is used because it is afdol (Arabic, meaning 'better', and 'more
perfect') for donga recited for Allah.
The general pattern of the donga in the slametan and jawab ritu-
als has three components. First, visitors state the purpose of their
ziarab and introduce themselves giving their name, origin and so
forth. Second, the juru kunci pass on the message to Sunan Tembayat,
and the third step is reciting the donga. Sometimes, however, pro-
cedures of reciting donga in slametan, hajat and syukuran, differ from
the procedures in jauab rituals. For example, in the latter people
might state the purpose and intention of their ziarah to juru kunci
and ask them to recite the donga. Juru kunci ask visitors what lan-
guage they prefer for their donga. Most visitors request both, that is
Arabic and Javanese donga. Juru kunci recite donga in accordance
with visitors' requests.
Hajat slametan and syukuran slametan,which are held atrhe bangsal
juru kunci (the hall of juru kunc), begin with the declaration of the
intention and purpose of the slametan and its ziarah. Visitors then
approach rhe juru kunci and say: "My name is Ngadimin. I come
from Semarang. I conduct this slametan to come close to Sunan
Tembayat, hoping that he might help me to enlighten and overcome
my life problems. I askthe juru kunci to recite a donga that is suitable
for my request" (Smelah Hirahmanirobem foriginally BismillAhi
Arrahmlni Arrahiml. Nami kula Ngadimin, saking Semarang. Kula
ngedamel slarnetanpunika ingih kula maksudkaken kangge ndepe'ndepe
dumateng Sunan Tembayat, mugi-mugi panjenenganipun Kanjeng Sunan
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kersa ambiantu ngringanaken cobaan sarta ar.aratipun lampab kula.
Inggih ntatur durnateng juru kunci kula sumanggaaken dene donga
ff'Lenapa ingkang cocok lan pas kangge panyuwunan kula).
The juru kuncithen recites a donga to Sunan Tembayat and Allah.
The first donga is recited inJavanese, while the second is recited in
Arabic. Juru kunci argue that reciting the two donga shows visitors
the best way to recite donga. The first donga is addressed to Sunan
Tembayat, asking for help in mediating with God, and the second
donga is directed to God. The use of Javanese in the first donga signi'
fies the influence of Javanese traditions in ziarab, while the use of
Arabic in the second donga indicates the Islamic aspect oI ziarab.
Visitors, who do not understand Arabic, can learn the meaning of
the donga through the Javanese version, eYen though the Javanese
donga is not always a direct translation of the Arabic donga. The
Arabic donga is a standard donga which is recited in most circum-
stances.
In summary, ziarah rituals contain symbols that convey mean-
ings. To understand these meanings, people interpret them accord-
ing to their everyday experience. The interpretations of symbols
change, as people's experience of everyday life also alters. Symbols
are interpreted according to one's background and knowledge. Al-
though it is true that there is a popular interpretati on of ziarab ritual
symbols, visitors often expand on these, and add their own interPre-
tations. Visitors' different interpretations of ziarab ritual symbols in
Bayat show the richness of meanings conveyed in these symbols.
The Concept of Barakab
The key to understanding the ideology of the transmission of
barakah in ziarah rituals is related to the visitors" cultural perceP-
tions of the relationships between rttali and God, and visitors' rela-
tionships with zaali and God. One way of understanding the signifi-
cance of such a concept is in its connection to social contexts. Con-
sidering the conception of barakab without considering the context
in which the concept emerges will result in only a partial under-
standing. It is understandable that meaninand concep:.s of barakab
may vary over time, as the understandings of. barakab depend on so-
cial and cultural contexts that continually change. Visitors to Bayat
in order to provide rationales for ziarab rituals conceive barakab tn
accordance with their everyday life experience.
Barakah literally means 'blessing, grace bestowed by God',10 but
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in Bayat, barakab includes a range of 'mundane qualities': ProsPerity,
abundance, well-being, or merely sufficiency.tt Therefore, a farmer
articulates Sunan Tembayat's barakab as a fertilizer of crops; a trader
interprets Sunan Tembayat's barakah as a means of making business
successful; a student conceives Sunan Tembayat's barakah as a way of
achieving success in his/her studies. However, some visitors articu-
late barakah more in terms of 'transcendental qualities'. They argue
that barakah consists of a range of sacred qualities, such as luck (untung
beja), reward from God (pabala, ganjaran) and spiritual Power
(kadigdayad. Similarly , juru kunci asseft that barakah is "the same as
a reward from God" (barakab niku sami kaleh ganjaran utawi pabala
saking Gusti Allab).
A leading kyai of Bayat,l2 attempts to bridge these interpretations
by saying thar barakah is a reward from God, which will be given on
the day of judgement as well as in this worldly life. On the day of
judgment, reward of doing ziarab is expressed in the same value as
the reward (pahala) for doing good deeds (ibadab)," whtle barakah
achieved during worldly life is manifest in the prosperity and success
in a visitors' daily life, e.g. in farming, trading, employment and so
forth. For the kyai, prayers recited during ziarab rituals should ad-
dress both goals; that is; asking for barakah during this worldly life
and on the day of judgement. Therefore, visitors should reserve some
barakah achieved during this worldly life to use in performing good
deeds (amal ibadah),which will earn thempahala for the day of judge-
ment.
However, some visitors argue that barakah ought to be under-
stood as a process of gaining p eace (ketentreman) andwisdom (ruaskita).
People perform ziarab to Sunan Tembayat's tomb because they have
problems. Performing ziarah is expected to produce feelings of
'sumeleh'(a feeling of acceptance). Behind the notion of sumeleblies
an acceptance that God has a predetermined plan that is best for ev-
erybody. The notion of. sumeleb also implies that people should think
positively about life; that people should believe that God gives a bur-
den to a person because God knows that the Person is able to over-
come it. Finally, sumeleh suggests that God never intends to give some-
thing bad. \Wisdom, in contrast, is to have a clear and full understand-
ing of life's events .In ziarah, people are urged to meditate (merenung)
so they can see clearly the symptoms and causes of their actions.
Therefore, they can learn from their past (ambil hikmab). A visitor
explained to me:
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"Whenever I Qace a problem, I perform ziarah to Sunan Tembayat's tomb.
My first reason is that in Sunan Tembayat's graveyard I can maximize my con-
centration so that I can see clearly the problem that I am facing. Second, I be-
lieve that whoever meditates at Sunan Tembayat's tomb will obtain help from
Sunan Tembayat. After performing ziarab,I feel confident in dealing with my
problem. Therefore, I see the meaning o{ barakah in terms of that feeling.
The oldest juru kunci of Bayat said that the significance of ziarab
is that it provides motivation and courage to support people in achiev-
ing their goals.'o By performingziarab people feel that God is behind
them, and that provides strong motivation and confidence, which
encourages them to pursue their goals. In this respect, the juru kunci
interpret the meaning of barakab as 'arousing motivations' (ngr.ndang
selnangdt). Vhile assisting during ziarah he often gives visitors a prayer
(donga), to encourage visitor motivation:
"Bismillahi Anahrnani Anahim. Oh, God, if my livelihood (rejeki) is still in
the sky, would you please drop it to me. And if the rejeki is still in the earth,
would you please extract it for me. I{ my rejeki is far away from me, would you
please bring it close to me. And ilmy rejeki is unlawful (haram), would you
please make it lawful (hala[) lor me. Amen."15
Differing interpretations of the meaning of barakaD affect how
visitors perceive the expression of barakah. Those who believe that
barakah is given for mundane situations only symbohze barakah in
mundane signs, such as in water, flowers, incense, rice from a slametan
and so forth. However, those who believe in barakah that will be
received on the day of judgment, do not symbolize barakah in worldly
objects. If barakah is symbolized in terms of worldly objects, it might
wrongly be understood that the objects themselves constitute barakah,
The oldest juru kunci bridges the gap between these two extreme
groups by saying that forms of barakah symbolized by water, flow-
ers, incense and so forth are intended to be understood as providing
motivation for visitors, evidence {or visitors that they have obtained
barakah. The status of having barakab does not rely upon the thing
itself, but upon the belief that the object contains barakah.
A crucial question concerns the source of barakah. 'Where does it
originate ? From God or Sunan Tembayat? Some visitors argue that
barakab comes from Sunan Tembayat, whereas others argue that it
derives from God. Visitors who identify Sunan Tembayat as the source
of. barakah address their prayers to him, while visitors who believe
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that God alone posses ses barakab address their prayers to God. Those
who believe that Sunan Tembayat can give barakab to visitors argue
that as a zuali, Sunan Tembayat has the right to give barakah. Accord-
ing to these visitors, Sunan Tembayat transmits barakah in rwo ways.
First, he transmits barakah as a zaali, believed to be an agent of God
on earth who has been given the ability to provide barakah. People
argue that uali have the ability to give barakab is because God has
bestowed karamah (favor) on them. This karanrab can include the
ability to perform miracles granted by God.16 Because of this, utali
are regarded as 'above human criticism'. They have the status of be-
ing the hand of God, God's represenrarive to rransmit barakab.
Second, barakah is transmitted as a part of Sunan Tembayat's
barakah. To reward his piety and obedience in performing God's
commands, Sunan Tembayat received barakah from God through-
out his life and after his death. Therefore, he was filled with barakah
and can transmit a part of his barakah to other people. A, juru kunci
offered the followin g an analogy of this way of transmittin g barakah:
"Like a glass, when it is filled with water, it is full. rVhen water is contrnu-
ously poured into a full glass, the water will overflow. Similarly, we believe that
Sunan Tembayat is already full ol barahaD because God continues to give him
barakah although he is already dead. As Sunan Tembayar continues ro recerve
barakah from God, his barahab overflows. Therefore, visitors search for the
barakah that overflows (rnelimpab) from Sunan Tembayat. In addition, Sunan
Tembayat does not need barakah any more. The barakab, then, is given to visi-
tors who need it."
However, other visitors disagree with this view, and say thar God
alone owns barakah. Wali are only normal people who have no rights
to give barakah.It is true that as auali, Sunan Tembayat was very
close to God, but it does not mean that Sunan Tembayat's closeness
to God provides him with the right to give barakab. The Sunan
Tembayat's closeness to God means two things. First, he is among
the pious people who have been guaranteed their salvation on rhe
day of.judgment. Second, he can communicate with God. Therefore,
Sunan Tembayat's closeness to God might be used by visitors to
mediate in their communication with God, not to ask him for barakah.
Performing ziarab to Sunan Tembayat's tomb is to seek his media-
tion to convey their messages to God asking for barakab.
Debates about the concept of barakah and the ways of transmitting
barakah lead to discussion of different perceptions of Sunan Tembayat
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as a r!)ali. Serat Babad Tembayat describes him as the Javanese utali
ftaali sanga) replacing SeD Siti Jenar who was condemned as a heretical
Sufi. According to some peoples' beliefs, a ruali is chosen in virtue of
his/her sincere devotion, self-mortification and firm attachment to eter-
nal realities . Wali is an Arabic term that has several meanings, those
who are close to, those who protect, and those who rule. In Sufis terms'
juru kunciin Bayat figure that the term uali alludes to individuals who
are close to God, to people whose holiness takes them close to God,
and who receive from Him miraculous gifts. The juru kwnci cited a
verse from the Qur'An that describ es zaali as God's friends, "For friends
of God (wali) no fear shall come and they shall not grieve" (Qur'ln, 10'
62). According to Bayat tradition, Sunan Tembayat was inaugurated as
a taaliby Sunan Kalijaga after he received a revelation (rualryu zai.dayat)'7
on Friday Kliraon of 27rh Ruzaall' (Soewignja, 1938:31).
Visitors to Bayat, regard zaali as pious peopl e (?AliYtn, plural, from
?kliy) who obey and pracrice religious teachings more than normal
people do. Because of their piet/, ruali belong to the 'highest rank'
ideralat tinggi). Moreover, visitors maintain that wali have a special
relationship with God that makes them particularly well placed to
sefve as intermediaries to him. wali are close ro God. The meaning
of "closeness" here is modeled upon, and to some extent constitutes a
pattern for, relationships among people, such as next of kin, patron,
prot..tor. and friend. These special positions of raali are strengthened
ty th" fact that God gives them barakab expressed in terms of, fol-
lowing \flestermarck, "a mysterious wonder-working force". On the
basis of these factors people venerate utali not only during their life,
but also after their death.
The relationship between humans and God operares similarly to
the relationships between human beings. Javanese hierarchical rela-
tions also apply to their relations with supernatural beings. Visitors
enlist Sunan t"-bay"t as a mediator because they believe that Sunan
Tembayat has a higher rank than ordinary people. Therefore, he is
better able to communicate with God. A question arises here: how
do visitors in Bayat explain Sunan Tembayat's mediation (raasilah)?
wasilah originates from an Arabic meaning'mediarion and/or me-
diator'. Sunan Tembayat, as a wasilah is a person who conveys a mes-
sage to someone. In religious terms) sunan Tembayat, as a mediator, is
th! one who conveys messages to God. However, visitors have differ-
ent elucidation of the role of zaasilab. Wasilah means medium,.media-
tor and referee. Sunan Tembayat, as medium, functions as a vessel used
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to deliver messages to God. Visitors draw an analogy between a Teasilab
and a postman who acts as a medium for communication through cor-
respondence. The communications actually occur only between the
person who writes the letter and the person who receives the letter.
Sunan Tembayat's mediation is like that of the postman who delivers
the message. After the line of communication is open, visitors con-
tinue their communication by themselves. Visitors argue that they
delegate the message to Sunan Tembayat because they believe that they
cannot convey the message themselves since they are full of sins. Fur-
thermore, they argue that people cannot guarantee that their messages
are heard by God, but if they delegate them to Sunan Tembayat they
have a hope that rheir donga will be heard.
Other visitors perceive Sunan Tembayat as a mediator who acts
as God's representative (wakil). God gave Sunan Tembayat, through
utalryu zaidayat, an authority to perform as His representative on earth.
Therefore, Sunan Tembayat can give barakah to people because God
has given him authority to do so. Finally, as a referee, Sunan Tembayat
makes recommendations for people so that they are able to commu-
nicate with God. Hts karamah and barakah enable him to make the
recommendation.
Different definitions of the meaning of barakah and of the role of
Sunan Tembayat in the transmissio n of. barakaD show that ziarah is
continuously re-figured by visitors to fit with changing social situa-
tions. These meanings of barakah are constructed as logical explana-
tions of their behavior during ziarah rituals. For example, visitors
who perform their ziarah by rubbing Sunan Tembayat's tomb ex-
plain that rubbing is a means of bridging the gap between their tan-
gible, material and temporal existence and the unseen, spiritual world.
Visitors also know that their rationales may differ from those of oth-
ers; visitors maintain that peoples' explanation of their activities is
formulated through their experiences. They also believe that although
visitors differ in their practices and rationales, they have the same
end. I examine ziarah not as a set of curiosities taken out of popular
context but as living, vital important elements in the day-to-day lives
of visitors and Bayat people.
Semedi, Nenepi and Impen
After performing ziarab, most visitors spend at least one night
at the graveyard, waitingfor a sign of barakab from Sunan Tembayat.
Visitors spend this waiting time in various ways, the most popular
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being semedl (meditation), nenepi (meditation with special attitudes
and procedures) and impen (dreaming). Each way is believed to be
best performed in a certain place. For example, semedi is believed to
be best conducted at the main building of Sunan Tembayat's tomb
and in its surrounding areas, whereas nenepi is best performed some-
where considered to have certain spiritual powers, such as behind
the mosque, at the remains (petilasan) of Sunan Tembayat's mosque
and at the tombs of Sunan Tembayat's descendants. Dreaming, how-
ever, is best done in areas close to Sunan Tembayat's tomb'
Some visitors perform semedi by sitting with crossedlegs (sila),
with their arms folded across their chest (sedekep), and with eyes closed
to maximize concentration. These visitors meditate at least all night
long in a special place, such as in front of the long tomb located to
the right of the main building of Sunan Tembayat, concluding when
the cocks crow. These visitors select the places on the basis of rePorts
that most visitors who meditate there receive ngalamat. However,
not all visitors mediate at this place. The appropriate place to medi-
tate depends on the purposes of ziarah. If visitors wish to gain ngalamat
ensuring their success in business, it is suggested that they meditate in
front of the tomb of the successful trader (iuragan) Dampu Alam,
Sunan Tembayat's treasurer. This tomb is located on the right side of
the Sunan Tembayat's main building, side by side with the tomb of
Ki Ageng Pawilangan, Sunan Tembayat's secretary. Visitors who wish
to achieve career success are advised to meditate at the Ki Ageng
Pawilangan, Sunan Tembayat's secretary. One visitor reported that
he always received ngalamat relating to educational matters, career)
and even to lottery numbers, every time he meditates at the Ki Ageng
Pawilangan's tomb. Other people suggest meditating at the ruins
(petilasan) of Sunan Tembayat's mosque at the top of the Jabalkat
Hill in order to acquire physical power.
The second way of waiting for barakah, nenepi, is rarely performed
because its requirements are very rigorous. For example, a visitor
who wishes to acquire an amulet to attract a woman (pengasih) through
nenEi should perform kungkum (immersing oneself in water) and
pasa rnutih (eating only white foods, such as rice) for three nights,
and make offerings that consist of vegetables, chicken, fruits, jenang
abang and jenang Putih. Kungkum is conducted in the pool of Sunan
Tembayat's wife, whereas offerings are made at her tomb. Afterward,
the person meditates for at least three days at the tomb of Sunan
Tembayat's wife.
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It is essential that nenepi procedures are not changed, because al-
terations will affect the outcome. Nenepi procedures are transmitted
in oral traditions. Sometimes, people just recall the procedure of people
who have succeeded in their nenepi. For example, the procedure for
attracting a pengasih is based on the practice of following those who
have succeeded in doing it. If people fail to acquire a pengasih by
nenepi, then the failuris analyzedwith a view to perfecting the nenepi.
The factors analyzed include the seriousness with which nenepi is
performed, and the completion of required preparations, such as of-
ferings, flowers and incense. People believe that the nenEi should be
performed perfectly. te
Impen is the most popular and the easiest way to await barakah.
To have a dream is considered easy. However, in terms of the results,
dreams offer the least hope of success because people do not always
dream in their sleep. Some people also have difficulty in recalling the
events that occur in a dream. Moreover, few people know how to
interpret the signs (ngalamat) that are given in a dream. Some visitors
prolong their zinrab and stay at the graveyard until they have dreams.
The place where people sleep is considered by some to be an im-
portant determinant of the kind of dreams they will have. Some visi
tors sleep near to certain tombs because they wish to receive a certain
ngalamat.2a However, others do not believe that the place influences
the ngalamar that will be obtained; wherever they sleep in the grave-
yard complex, they will have a good dream. They suggest choosing a
place that is conducive to sleep. A nice sleep will encourage dream-
ing. Therefore, rather than sleeping at the main tomb, which is quiet,
dark and scary, and which may disturb sleep, they prefer to sleep in
the juru kunci's hall, which is pleasant and comfortable.
Compared to the other two ways of waiting for ngalamat, nenepi
is the most difficult. Most people give up midway through the nenEi.
However, in terms of results, nenEi often gives a direct result. A
young man who wandered around the sacred tombs of lavanese zuali
recounted his experience:
"I was a motorbike racer, but only a regional racer. In the regional champi-
onship unfortunately I always failed at the final race. This is because those who
contested at the final stage had a better amulet than I had. Previously I searched
for an amulet to ensul'e safety, to protect my body from serious injury. How-
ever, after I discovered that some racers had an amulet to support their motor-
bike, I went rc a kyai to search for such an amulet. The kyai asked me to conduct
nenepi for at least a week at the corner outside his house. On the seventh day of
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my nenEi an old man approached me, and he struck my knee with his hands. I
screamed because it was so painful. Afterward, the man gave me a glass o{ water.
Vhen I opened my eyes, there was no one beside me. Feeling scared, I ran into
my klai's house and told hirn what had just happened. Then he explained that a
power had entered my body. The old man who struck my knee actually had
introduced the power into my body. The kyai took a big stone and threw it at
my knee, but I did not feel anything. The water, my kyai said, is for your en-
gine. Just take a little amount of water into your wheei, it will fasten the motor-
bike. My kyai advised me, "Do not ever show your power to people". But, I did
not take my kyai's advice, and I used my power to destroy my opponent's mo-
torbike in front of a crowd of people. After that, my pov/er disappeared, and my
motorbike and legs were not protected any more. My leg was broken, and I
never again contested a race."
According to some visitors, these three methods form a kind of
hierarchy. If visitors obtain ngalamdt through impen, they do not
apply the other methods. If visitors do not ger ngalamar while sleep-
ing, it will be suggested that they meditate; and if they still do not
obtain ngalarnat through meditation, people will urge them to Per-
form nenepl. However, other visitors argue that nenePi and semedi
are improper ways of conductingziarah.In these peoPles' beliefs that
these methods are not based on the right belief.
Barakab and Perolehan
Javanese visit not only the pious Islamic zuali, but also other sites
or objects that are believed to have spiritual power. The most PoPu-
lar sites are mountains, rivers, trees or special sites with a specific
spiritual story, such as the swmur tiban ('fallen well') in the area of
Ranggawarsita's graveyard. The well is called a 'fallen well' because,
according to tradition, it was not made by humans, but fell from the
sky. Some people perform nenEi at the well and bathe there in the
middle of the night to obtain rejeki (ivelthood).
In Bayat, visitors distinguish between the results obtained through
ziarab to the pious Islamic uali and the results achieved through vis-
its to other objects or places; the former are called barakah, the latter
perolehan (a noun meaning 'something that is obtained from', deriv-
ing from oleh, meaning 'to get')." Vhile barakab is considered to be
good, perolehan is seen by some people as improperly acquired and
thus harmful." This is because, according to some visitors, peroleban,
e.g. pengasib (a means of attracting people), pesugihan (a means of
accumulating wealth), and penglaris (a means of trading more suc-
cessfully), are not acquired in the normal way. To obtain these
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peroleban one employs a devil. Even though it is true that perolehan
can generale marenal wealth, it will not ensure true haPPiness.
Barakah, however, helps people to achieve happiness.
People characterize barakab as 'good' for two reasons: its source
and the means of acquiring rt. Barakah is derived from wali, piols
people rewarded by God for their dedication to God. Peroleban,how-
ever, is obtained through visiting sites that have no relation to God.
The visit to these sites is associated with a visit to a supernatural
power. Although it is true that perolehan der:es from spiritual power
residing in certain things, such as mountains and rivers, perolehan is
nor Pure.
Barakab is considered to be good, since it is obtained in the right
manner, such as by tabltl,and by the normal way of conducttngziarab.
Perolehan is obtained differently. A visitor described an example:
"Once my neighbor suggested that I search for perolehan at Mountain Kawi.2l
He had gone to the mountain and he became rich. He obtained a pesugihan
called a ,green giant' (buto ijo) from the mounrain Kawi and was told that he had
to feed the giant with special food. He never told me about the food that he had
to give the giant. villagers assumed that the giant was fed with children, because
all my neighbor's children died at an early age. To obtain stch a pesugihan at
Mount Kawi, people have ro enter a contracr with the giant. The contract speci-
fies the duration that the pesugihan will be possessed, the feeding requirements
oI the pesugihan and other requiremenrs. Furthermore, people have to conduct a
,p..iri 
-.ditttion that consists o{ making offerings in speciai homage to the
spi.it who looks after the mountain (danyang), by making offerings such as their
.hild..tr, and fasting for fourteen days in the mountain area. The wealth gained
from the pesugihan does not last long. Those who possess it often meet with an
accident or die srrddenly. My neighbor, for example, had his wealth destroyed
by fire."
Different interpretations of barakah shape the entire discourse of
ziarab. The concept oI barakab becomes an 'ideological basis'{or the
explanation of ziarah. visitors base their logical explanation for per-
foiming a cerrain procedural ziarah on their particular concepr of
barakab. Peoples' explanation of perolehan can be seen in two ways.
First, visitort itr B"yrt believe that ziarah ro any place will provide
results. Second, the concept of perolehan is provided to distinguish
between good and bad barakab achreved through ziarah. Third,
peroleban and barakah are used to give a distinctive value to ziarah to
pious Islamic ruali.
In spite of this debate concerning the differences berween barakah
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and peroleban, there are some people who argue that the result of
ziarah is not expressed in terms of baraka or perolehan explained above.
They believe that the ziarah is a journey to get peace (ketentreman)
and wisdom (ruaskita). These people visit Sunan Tembayat's tomb to
seek peace and wisdom, not baraka and perolehan.
Cocok and lkbtiar
Visitors who perform ziarab at the Bayat grave complex come
from all over Java, even from outside Java. Some visitors argue that
their ziarab is a programmatic zi, involving visits to all the pious zaali
throughout Java. Their visit to Sunan Tembayat's tomb, therefore, is
a part of that long journey. During their visits they conduct zinrab
with tablil, reciting the Qur'An, meditating and so forth. The aim of
the programmatic ziarab, some visitors point out, is to find eternal
wisdom and an heirloom.
However, some visitors argue that their ziarab is an effort (ikhtiar)
to improve their lives. These visitors assert that their ziarah to Sunan
Tembayat's tomb is not part of a programmatic ziarah, but rather is
intended to find the place most personally appropriate (cocok) for
ziarah in order to achieve their goals. One visitor from Demak pre-
ferred to visit Sunan Tembayat's tomb, which is quite far from Demak,
rather than to visit Sunan Kalijaga's tomb, which is closer, because
he felt more cocok performing zi.arah at Sunan Tembayat's tomb.
The concept. of cocok in ziarah is important. Not only does this
concept explain the failure of visitors' ziarab to certain places, but
also it provides alegitimization of ziarah beliefs. Visitors often com-
pare with each other methods of performing ziarah, including re-
quirements for ziaralt, donga, their intentions and their methods of
awaiting ngalamat. However, in some cases, visitors may perform
the ziarab in exactly the same manner and using the same methods,
but achieve different results. In such cases, visitors may doubt the
success of their ziarah. The concept of cocok plays an important role
in rebuilding peoples' confidence in their zinrab. A, juru kunci ex-
plained:
"Many people come to me asking for a logical expianation of rheir ziarah
because they doubt that they can obtain baraka fuom their ziarah since many of
them have obtained nothing though they may have completed rhe ziarah. Of
course, I give a different explanation to different peopie. For people whb have a
strong Islamic background, I say that we humans cannot determine the success
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of our efforts. Although humans have carried out their efforts, they cannot guar-
antee their success, but only God does. Thus, ziarah is a prayer addressed toward
God to obtain success. However, for people who do not have a srrong Islamic
background, I choose rather ro use the Javanese concept of cocok. If a visitor
succeeds in his,/her ziarab tn Sunan Tembayat's tomb that means that the place
is cocok. {or htm/her, but if another fails to gain any ngalamat from Sunan
Tembayat's tomb, it means thar the place is not cocok. Therefore, if a visitor fails
to obtain baraka [rom a cerrain uali's tomb, he,/she should wander to other
zaalis' tombs to find rhe cocok place."
Javanese sometimes interpret cocok, as referring to the concept of
jodo(h) (suitable or parrner). If a person becomes sick and does not
recover after taking a cefiain medication, while another person with
the same sickness and taking the same medicine does recover, it means
that the medicine is not jodo f.or the first person, while it is for the
second. If a person fails to marry herlhis fianc6e though they have
been engaged for a long time, it means that they are nor jodo.If a
person is given a heirloom and suddenly becomes sick, it means thar
the heirloom is not jodo for that person. If a person makes an offer
for land but fails to negoriare a good price, it is said that the land is
not jodo for him. Therefore, when visitors do nor gain ngalamat from
Sunan Tembayat it is because the place is not jodo for them.
Visitors to Bayat consider many porential causes of. ziarab fatl-
ures, such as the procedures used in performing ziarah, the compre-
hensiveness of meeting ziaralt requiremenrs, the reciring of the donga,
and the intention. If they do not find anything amiss in rhese areas,
they return to the conceprs of cocok and jodo. Juru kunci argue that
the concepts of cocok, and jodo play importanr roles in building visi-
tors' feelings of equanimity (ikhla). Referring to cocok and jodo visi-
tors can accept any result of ziarab with equanimity .
To sum up, the ziarah ritual is sometimes portrayed as an autono-
mous activity distinct from particular religious ideas. The emergence
of various forms of. ziarah discourse result from peoples' diverse un-
derstandings of the meaning of baraka. The whole structure of dis-
course concerning the concept of baraka among juru kunci and visi-
tors serves primarily to ansrfi/er the questions posed by visitors and
juru kunci to provide a cultural logic for their ziarah. This in turn
influences the way that people rationalize the results of rheir ziarab.
Visitors to Bayat explain baraka in rerms of material and spiritual
qualities. Furthermore, the concept of baraka is influenced by the
social context in which the concepts of baraka are formulated.
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Endnotes
1. Visitors, who have visited Bayat seven times, will hold a hajat slametan to
symbolise it, as it is believed that the seventh visit to Sunan Tembayat is very
important. L hajat slarrTetan is performed to celebrate the reception o{ baraka
from the Sunan. A visitor who feels that he has received baraka from Sunan
Tembayat is obligated to conduct 
^ 
slametan as a way of showing his thanks to
the Sunan Tembayat. The hajat slatnetan, as implied by the designation, hajat,
2.
).
4.
'intention', is performed to declare the intention of ziarah.
This Javanese system is cal\ed Pasaran, deriving lrom pasar, meaning'market'.
This system is named Pasaran because it is used to indicate markets. For ex-
ample, a market on Pahing day will busy with animal trade, whereas on Kliuon
the market will sell vegetables and so forth. The Pasaran consists of five days,
lf,/age, Kliuon, Legi, Pahing and Pon.
The petungan is also used by Javanese thieves. For example, on a Friday Kliuon
night, the thief should enter by the rear door, on another day through the win-
dow and, on yet another, should not enter the house before 12 o'clock mid-
night. The chief of a small village in western Klaten was known as a thief catcher,
because he knew the thieves' use of petungan.
To differentiate whether a person dreams at the middle of the night or at the
meaning, people in Bayat consider the time when the person awakes from the
dream. They believe that usually people awake after having a dream.
In Morocco, for example, where the traditions of Sufism is sustained, the
Maraboutism tradition practice the herediterical concept of transforming a sta-
tus. A Marabout in a certain zauiya (Iodge) obtains his status from his father.
The first Marabout, like Sheikh Lusi in Atlas, claimed his maraboutic status by
linking him with the Prophet Muhammad and his families, the Sharif families.
Garebegis a ceremony held three times a year: once to commemorate the birth
of Prophet Muhammad (GarebegMuLud), on , to celebrate the end of the month
of fasting (Garebeg Syaua[); and once to solemnise the day of sacrifice (Garebeg
Besar). GarebegMuludis conducted on a larger scale every eight years. In these
garebeg, the sacred pusaka oI Yogyakarta court are paraded and shown to the
public (Soelarto, 1993).
th. r-oke of incense also can be used to repel mosquitoes. This need is evident
in the places where visitors conduct their meditations' They mostly conduct
their meditatio ns, or nenepi, in a quiet place, such as on a mountain, at a river, or
in the jungle where insects abound. In Bayat, for example, there is a special place
to meditate on the top of Mount Jabalkat, which is full of mosquitoes. There are
some lsarung Qittle shops) near the location that selI mosquito repellent. Some
visitors do not buy the formula, because they use incense to repel mosquitos.
In Java cocokhas more meanings than simply 'suitable'. If a woman gets married
to a man and they live happily, it means that they are cocok. If a person takes
medicine and he recovers, the medicine is cocok.If a person, after changing his,/
her name is always sick, it signifies that the name is not cocok.If a visitor brings
a flower for his ziarah and he does not gain baraka, it could be because the
flower is not cocok.
The word baraka(h), derives from Arabic alphabet the ba-ra-ka-h. Arabic word
which end withh (tak marbutab) are adopted into Javanese either with 'h' or 't',
such as berkat or berkah, and rahrnat or rahmah.
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10. In studying Maraboutism in North Africa, anthropologists, such as Evans-
Pritchard, Gellner, Gilsenan, Eickelman, Trimingham, Geertz and others, ar-
gue that baraka is'God's blessing' which make the people who have it particu-
larly well placed to serve as intermediaries with the supernatural and to commu-
nicate God's grace to the people @vans-Pritchard, 1949; Gellner, 1969; Eickelman,
1976; Gilsenan,1973).
11. This understand is also found in other Muslim regions, such as North Africa.
There Evans-Pritchard, Gellner, Eickelman, Gilsenan and others also found the
same tendency to interpret baraka as applying to mundane qualities.
12. He is a kyai respected by the juru kunci and the Bayat community. He always
prays at official ceremonies held in Bayat, such as pasangsingep and sadranan.
13 . Ibadah derives from Arabic ibadah (worship to Allah). In Islamic terms the word
ibadah signifies 'every action which is good and based on the worship to God.'
The actions which are considered as ibadah will have a reward from Allah.
14. This view resembles Malinowski's discussion of magic and religion in which he
maintained that, "those who are well acquainted with some good magic have, in
virtue of that, courage and confidence".
15. "Bismillabi Araltman Arrahim. Duh Gusti Allah, sak. menaui rejeki kula meniha
tasib gumantung laanten ing langit, mugi Allah kersa nurunaken, lan menatai rejehi
kula tasih sumimpen ,.!)anten ing njera bumi, mugi Allah kersa angedalaken, lan
mbak, menazai rejeki kula menika tebih kaleh papd.n pangenan kula, mugi Allah
kersa nyedakaken, lan mbak bilih rejeki kula menika haram, mugi Allah kersa
nyucehaken." This prayer is always recited by the ljai of Bayat whenever he
recites prayers at ceremonies such as rhe pasangsingep and sadranan.
16. There is a controversy in differentiating between miracles performed by a uali
and miracles by the Prophet. Some Sufi argued that a uali's miracles actually
trickle from the Prophet's miracles, like 'a drop trickling from a full skin of
honey' (Nicholson, 1989: 129).
17.lVidayat is a Javanese term for hidayat, meaning a direction (petunjuk). This
word is used by Muslims to refer to a kind of revelation given to a person who
embraces Islam and becomes a serious Muslim. For example, a non-Muslim who
converts to Islam is said to have received revelation (bid.ayatin Arabic and \Vidayat
in Javanese). A Muslim who does not seriously obey Islamic teachings, and then
becomes serious about practicing Islam, is regarded to have receiving hidayah.
18. Ruutah is the seventh Javanese month. The Javanese months are Sura, Sapar,
Mulud, Ba'da Mulud, Jumadilaual, Jumadilahir, Rejeb, Ruuah, Pasa, Saual,
Dulkangidah and Besar (Except for Ruzaah, Pasa and Besar these terms are de-
rived from the Islamic lunar calendar. Some juru kunci specuiate that Pasang
Singep ceremony is conducted during Rurpah, in part, to commemorate the day
of Sunan Tembayat's revelation.
19. This calls to mind Malinowski's discussion of the effectiveness of magic in
Trobriand Islanders. People on the island analyse the failure of magic through
the imperfection of the magic preparation, including the spell, requirements of
performing magic and so forth.
20. Sleeping at Sunan Tembayat's main building is forbidden. Therefore, on the
busiest nights some visitors take the opportunity to sleep for a while at the main
building while the juru hunci are busy assisting other visitors.
21. People even distinguish between the results achieved through ziarab tnBayat
areas. Some say that ziarab to Sunan Tembayat's wife and Sunan Tembayat's
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friends, Sei Kewel and Seh Domba perolehan.
22. Some people, however, do not see perolehan negatively. Some people seriously
pursue them. In Bayat, a rich family is obligated to assure other people that their
wealth is not achieved through peroleban. \When I chat with a villager, he de-
scribed his success, including his ability to educate all their children in the big
cities, Jakarta and Yogyakarta. He assured me that he never employed perolehan.
He further explained that in Bayat, if there were a successful famiiy, there would
be rumour that the {amily employs perolehan. One visitor from Magelang ex-
plained that it is a shame tl a iarr'rly is known to have a perolehan.
23. This mountain is considered to be a place to aequire pesugiban (a means of gain-
ing wealth).
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